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Presentation Flow

– Why treat invasives in winter?

– Invasive Plant Fundamentals 

– Common Local Invasive Plants Treatable 

in Winter

– Plant Identification



Why Winter?

• Less non-target plant and wildlife impact

• Cooler than summer, but not too cold to work

• Fewer bugs, snakes, ticks

• Easier to see and move around 

• Plenty of target species – for many, best time
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Winter Target Identification

• Many invasives hold their leaves staying green 
well into winter when natives have already 
dropped their leaves

• Colorful fruits of barberry, privet, multiflora rose, 
burning bush, bittersweet and others stand out in 
winter as helpful clues to identity

• Evergreen invasives such as English ivy, winter 
creeper, vinca, chickweed and ground ivy 
advertise their presence all winter
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What Is An Invasive 
Plant Species?

To qualify, it has to:

– Get to a new ecosystem from where it evolved

– Survive a new set of growth constraints

– Form a self-sustaining population

– Be able to spread

– Cause negative effects that outweigh any positive contribution

(Terms: weeds, noxious weeds, invasives, exotics, introduced plants, etc.)



Invasive Plants in Virginia

• 93 species identified to date

• 14 are regulated as “noxious weeds”

• Over half are sold in local nurseries

Virginia Dept. of Conservation and Recreation



Greatest Threat to Natural Ecosystems 
After Habitat Destruction

• Add little value to the ecosystem

• Destroy ecosystem equilibrium

• Major threat to nature, agriculture and aquaculture 

• Annual Cost: ~120B US as a whole, > 1B in VA alone



How Do Invasives Kill Native Plants?

• Starving them by competing for water and nutrients 
and blocking sunlight impeding photosynthesis 

• Stressing them by adding weight, smothering and breaking  them 

• Poisoning them by emitting toxins that inhibit native plant growth

• Altering soil chemistry and cycling of critical nutrients



How Do They Spread?

• Creeping and sprouting
• Wind
• Rain/runoff/streams
• Highly mobile seeds:

– Your shoes, boots, pants, socks
– Animal fur, paws, hoofs
– Vehicle tires, frames, wheel wells

• Sanitation
– Clean your equipment
– Clean your boots and clothing



Invasive Transportation Corridors

Roads, rivers, 
hiking trails, 
utility and 
railroad 
easements



Why Are Invasive Plants a Problem?

• These plants have no enemies, multiply out of 
control , and overwhelm native plants

• Provide little or no food of value 

• Replace native plants that support the food chain 
leading to declines in all manner of wildlife



Planning for Invasive 
Plant Control

• Define your objective

• Inventory and assess your site and make a plan

• Map your control locations
– Map tools: Avenza, Gaia GPS, Garmin Unit, Google Earth

• Decide on your approach: eradicate, control, contain

Developing an Invasive Plant Management Plan  
https://vtinvasives.org/sites/default/files/Tool%206%20Weed%20Management%20Plan%20Template.pdf



Planning for Invasive 
Plant Control

• Do it yourself or get help? 

• Prevent re-entry and spread by 

monitoring and follow-up control

• Restoration: rehabilitate and reclaim site

• Be persistent! 5-10 years 
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Mapping the Problem



Fundamentals

• Work inward from good to bad

• Target vines to protect the canopy 

• Target Tree of Heaven

• Take action when invasions start

• Pull, cut, or treat when seeds are absent



Seedbank and Growback

– Seedbank – refers to the accumulation of seeds on and 
in the top layer of soil

• Job’s not over until the accumulation of invasive 
plant seeds is exhausted.

– Growback – refers to the tendency of cut plants that 
sprout from their stems or hand-pulled invasive plants 
to re-generate from untreated stems or incompletely 
removed roots



Goal: Exhaust the Seedbank

• Until the seedbank is exhausted, the 
problem isn’t solved 

• This year, treat (pull, cut, mow, spray) the 
seed producing plants before they seed so 
they don’t contribute more seed to the 
seedbank

• Repeat treatment of new growth from the 
seedbank yearly until no viable seeds are 
left in the soil



Goal: Avoid Growback

• Unless most plant’s roots are killed by 
herbicides or largely removed from the 
soil when hand pulling or grubbing, the 
plant will likely grow back

• Amount of growback varies by species 
and is often more than what was there 
originally



Growback

Autumn Olive Asiatic bittersweet



Identifying Invasive Plants in 
Virginia’s Forests and Fields 

in Winter
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Common Local Winter Invasive Targets

Trees:

– Ailanthus

– Callery Pear 
(Bradford) 

– Mimosa

– Paulownia

Shrubs:

– Autumn olive

– Multiflora rose

– Chinese privet

– Japanese barberry

– Wineberry

– Burning bush

– Bush honeysuckle

– Bamboo*
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Common Local Winter Invasive Targets

Vines:

– English Ivy

–Winter Creeper

–Asiatic Bittersweet

– Japanese 
Honeysuckle

–Porcelain berry 

Non-Woody Plants:

–Garlic Mustard

– Lesser Celandine

–Periwinkle (Vinca)

–Ground Ivy/Creeping 
Charlie

–Chickweed
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Green Winter Targets
Easy to Spot!

Evergreen Vines and Shrubs Early Leafout
– English Ivy - Autumn Olive

– Wintercreeper - Multiflora Rose

– Barberry - Wineberry

– Japanese Honeysuckle and Privet

(semi-evergreens)

Early Emergents Others Green in Winter

- Garlic Mustard - Bamboo

- Lesser Celandine - Vinca, chickweed, ground ivy
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Identification: 
Vines
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Invasive Vine Growth Habits 

Girdling/Twining Attached Unattached



English Ivy 
Growth Habit: 
Attached Vine

Uses adventitious roots 
to attach to tree
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English Ivy
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Ivy starts as 
ground cover, 
then seeks 
anything vertical 
to use as a trellis 
to get into the 
sun where it 
converts from its 
immature stage 
to its mature 
stage when it can 
spread by seed.



Immature and Mature Ivy
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Berries (only on 
mature plant)

Immature leaf 
– usually dark 
green with 3-5 
distinct lobes

Mature leaf is 
usually lighter 
green with a 
single lobe



Bird-dispersed seeds in the 
Forest at Monticello
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Bedded Ivy – Getting it off the trees is  
a temporary fix – have to get it off the ground, too
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Winter Creeper/Climbing Euonymus
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Evergreen, Like English Ivy –
Easy to Spot in Winter
Growth Habit: Attached



Vines firmly attach to trees 
using adventitious roots 
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Thick, Waxy Leaves
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Leaves are small, 

opposite, glossy, dark 

green, oval, slightly 

toothed, with light-
colored veins



Same as for English ivy – have to clear the forest 
floor as well as the trees or it will grow back
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Asiatic Bittersweet
Growth Habit – Can Be Girdling or Unattached
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Asiatic Bittersweet - Fall



They Get Really Big!
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No surprise 
how they 
can drag a 
tree down



Leaf and Fruit



ID: Native Bittersweet – Large berries 

found only at tips of vines. Invasives’ berries are 
smaller and found all along the vine
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Orange-Colored Roots



Japanese Honeysuckle
Semi-evergreen – grows year-round here
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Japanese Honeysuckle
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Growth habit: 
usually girdling



Leaf Forms
Typical Form Less Typical Form (new growth)
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Berries – Start green, then red, finally 
blue-black
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Kudzu
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Kudzu Dies Back After First Hard Frost
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48

Vines are dark gray or black with obvious lenticels



Kudzu vines, crown and runners
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Vine

Runners

Crown



Porcelain Berry in Winter
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Porcelain Berry in Fall
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Porcelain Berry Leaf and Fruit
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Leaf ID, alone, is difficult since wild grape and porcelain berry leaves are often similar.
Fruit are very different – found in multi-colored, irregularly grouped clusters.



Porcelain Berry vs. Wild Grape Bark

Porcelain berry bark is 
tight and platy

Grape bark is 
shreddy and fibrous 



Definitive ID – Pith Color

Porcelain berry pith is white Wild grape pith is brown
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Wild Grape Vines (native)
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Porcelain Berry and Wild Grape
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Poison Ivy (Native)

Often Mixed in With Invasives – Beware!
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Shrubs/Bushes
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Autumn 
Olive in 
Winter
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When Would You 
Rather Go After It?
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It gets BIG



Fall Fruit Color and Thorns - Beware
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Prolific Seeder
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Autumn, Russian and Thorny Olive 
All Are Invasive
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Autumn Russian Thorny

Long, thin, gray

Thick, waxy, shiny



Multiflora Rose

Randy Westbrooks, Invasive Plant Control, Inc., Bugwood.org



Multiflora Rose (bush form) 

673/8



Multiflora Rose 
(climbing form) 
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Retain red rose hips from spent flowers 
into winter. Dormant leaf buds are also 

usually red, causing the green-stemmed, 
red-fruited plant to stand out in winter



Multiflora rose thorns and stipule 
(native rose does not have stipules)
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Chinese Privet – Semi-Evergreen, 
Leaves Remain Most of Winter Here

71Likes edges – forms dense thickets up to 15 ft tall



Twigs are hairy
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Leaves are opposite 
with smooth edges



Berries are deep blue or black over winter, and 
project outward from stems



Japanese Barberry
Another evergreen – easy winter target
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Barberry: 

Short thorns

Small red berries 
in fall

Spoon-shaped 
leaves with 
smooth edges



Roots and inner wood are bright yellow
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Native (Common) Barberry – leaves slightly glossy 
with toothed margins and thorns are in triplets
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Wineberry
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Wineberry in Winter
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Wineberry: Bottom of Leaves Are Silver



Look-Alikes
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Wineberry stems are red 
if in sun, green if in shade 
with dense prickers 

Common raspberry 
stems are green with 
ridges and angles

Black raspberry stems 
are bluish-white with 
sparse prickers



Burning Bush in Fall
(Winged Euonymus)



Leaves: opposite, pointed, with finely 
toothed margins
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Burning Bush Berries
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The fruits ripen in the fall and 
have a split, purplish husk



It loses its bright red leaves as winter comes on, but 
its small branches have distinctive corky “wings” 
that make identification easy and giving the plant 

one of its common names: winged euonymus



Older 
branches lack 
wings, appear 

striped
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Bush Honeysuckle
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Bush Honeysuckle
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Striped Stems

Peeling Bark on Mature Trunks



Leaves are opposite with elongated, pointed 
tips and smooth margins

Photo: Chris Evans, University of Illinois, bugwood.org

http://bugwood.org/


Photos: Chris Evans, University of Illinois, bugwood.org

Bush Honeysuckle Fall Color, Berries, Hollow Stems 

http://bugwood.org/


• Native bush honeysuckles -Diervilla lonicera or Northern Bush-
honeysuckle -similar leaves to invasive honeysuckles, but have 
terminal flowers in clusters, dry woody capsules with seed
instead of berries, yellow trumpet-shaped flowers, serrate 
leaves 

• American Fly-honeysuckle - Lonicera canadensis -similar, but rare 
in Virginia at middle - high elevations -heavily browsed by white-
tailed deer contributing to its scarcity - greenish yellow flowers 
hanging in pairs near the branch tips

• Twigs of all species can be hollow. However, the twigs of native 
species tend to be less hollow with a white pith whereas the 
exotic species are more obviously hollow with a brown lining.

Native Honeysuckles



Japanese Knotweed
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Knotweed –
Not a Viable 
Target in Winter
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Grasses and Forbs 
In Winter
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Japanese Stiltgrass
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Stiltgrass: annual, dies back in fall
– generally, not a winter target
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Garlic Mustard
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Garlic Mustard in Winter
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Dull green, 
textured, 
kidney-shaped 
leaves with 
scalloped edges 
- smells of garlic 
when crushed

It taints the soil 
with toxins 
inhibiting native 
plant growth



Rosette Form



Dispersed Form
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Photo: Richard Gardner, bugwood.org

Lesser Celandine Glossy leaves, small flowers

Emerges here in late January; dense and blooming in February through 
April, then dies off. Can’t be controlled without herbicide, narrow 
window to treat – before it flowers.



Hand pulling is ineffective – its fine 
roots, tiny bulblets and tubers 

break off easily and regrow



Lesser 
Celandine

Seeds

Tubers

Lesser celandine blankets the ground using 
several means of propagation. It reproduces 
sexually via seed and vegetatively via tubers 
and bulblets. The tiny bulblets are attached 
to the leafstalks. 

Bulblets



Look Alike: March Marigold
(mostly found in mountains)

Lesser celandine March marigold

Marigold has bigger, duller leaves, fewer petals on flowers, no sepals on underside of flowers

celandine

marigold

No sepals



Periwinkle (Vinca)
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Another evergreen: year-round target



Creeping Charlie 
Another evergreen: year-round target



Creeping 
Charlie
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Stem is 
square

Leaf shape similar to garlic 
mustard – kidney shaped 
– but smaller and forms 
continuous beds



Chickweed – Another evergreen:
Year-round target

In Virginia, it is in leaf all year, in flower 
all year, and the seeds ripen all year.



Chickweed

Health benefits times

Stems have longitudinal lines of hair



Bamboo



Bamboo in Winter
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In Part II of this session, we will 
discuss a two-stage technique 
called “cut now, spray later” 
that can be used to control 
bamboo. Cut down the bamboo 
in winter and treat new shoots 
that come up in spring.



Trees
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Ailanthus/Tree of Heaven

Double threat: can take over a forest and 
attracts Spotted Lantern Fly, a threat to 
our vineyards, orchards and forests



Female ailanthus - start producing seed at 7 years 



Female tree easy to ID in fall/winter by 
the seed clusters in the crown
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Pattern Referred to as  
Cantaloupe or Snakeskin Bark
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Bark Color and Pattern Can Vary



ID Feature: 
Big Leaf 

Scars



Paulownia  --
Princess Tree
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Paulownia vs Catalpa Seed Containers
Catalpa Seed Pods (candles)
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Paulownia Seed Capsules

(castanets)



Paulownia vs Catalpa - Bark

Catalpa – ridged and furrowed bark
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Mature Paulownia –
patterned bark with 
shallow fissures

Young Paulownia –
flat bark with 
obvious lenticels



Callery (Bradford) Pear
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Easy to Identify by Structure



Failure and “Solution”
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Bradford Pear Naturalizing
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Bradford pear fruit present into early 
winter – a little larger than a coffee bean
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Bradford Pear Thorns - Beware
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Mimosa (Silk Tree)
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Mimosa bark, young to mature

130
Young Mature



In winter, look for seed pods and dried 
leaves on ground
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ID: Seed Pods – mimosa pods are larger 
than redbud and symmetrical; redbud pods 

are smaller and curved on one side
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Redbud

Redbud MimosaMimosa seed pod 
color starts out 
bright yellow in 
fall, then beige as 
in this photo, 
then dull brown, 
as shown in the 
prior slide.



Not Sure What Plant It Is?
Use iNaturalist!

Free smartphone app for both 
iPhone and Android that can 
accurately identify plants, 
insects, birds, etc.

Worth checking before 
cutting/treating if not sure 
of the species

If not sure after checking, leave 
it. Take  photos and send to: 
info@blueridgeprism.org



• Identify > 20 invasive plants at Pen Park in 
Charlottesville

• See demonstrations of spot spraying, cut stump, 
hack and squirt and if the soil conditions are right –
hand pulling

• Register where you signed up for this workshop on 
the Tree Steward Website

• If you signed up and can’t make it, please let us 
know – we have a wait list.

Join Us Saturday for a Field Trip


